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Multi-Purpose Multi-Tissue
Ultrasound Phantom

CIRS ultrasound phantoms
are made from Zerdine®(1),
a patented tissue equivalent polymer. Zerdine produces an ultra-fine speckle
pattern with minimal
backscatter and its elastic
properties allows pressure
to be applied to scanning
surfaces without damage
to the phantom.

Model 600
Model 045

Includes 12 internal organ tissues
The CIRS Model 600 Anthropomorphic Torso Phantom is designed to
provide an accurate simulation of
an average torso (22 cm posterioranterior thickness) for medical
imaging and dosimetry applications.
The epoxy materials used to fabricate
the phantom provide optimal tissue
simulation between the Diagnostic
and Therapy energy range (40 keV to
20 MeV).
Unlike other cross-sectional dosimetry phantoms, the Model 600 includes internal organ structures such
as the lungs, heart, liver, kidneys,
spleen and pancreas. All simulated
organs match the tissue density of
actual organs and can be clearly
visualized.
The lower portion of the phantom
contains a soft bolus material simulating a mix of 30 percent adipose
and 70 percent muscle tissue.
Simulated muscle material layers the
rib cage and vertebral column. The
exterior envelope simulates a mix of
43 percent adipose and 57 percent
muscle tissue.

Perform QA on sidefire
transrectal probes

Model 602

Complete with removable organs
The 3D Anthropomorphic Torso
Phantom is designed to provide an
accurate simulation of an average
male torso for medical imaging
applications. The removable organs
enable flexibility in the placement
of TLD’s, contrast agents, etc. The
epoxy materials used to fabricate
the phantom provide optimal tissue
simulation in the diagnostic and
therapy energy range (40 keV to 20
MeV).
The phantom will accurately simulate the physical density and linear
attenuation of actual tissue to within
2 percent in the diagnostic energy
range.
Each phantom contains removable
organs. Included organs are lungs,
heart, liver, pancreas, kidney, and
spleen. The lower portion of the
phantom contains a removable soft
bolus material simulating a mix of
50 percent adipose and 50 percent
muscle tissue.
This insert is used to maintain the
position of the organs when the
phantom is placed upright. For ease
of removal, the bolus is enveloped
in a screen-bag. Simulated muscle
material layers the rib cage and
vertebral column.
The exterior envelope simulates a
mix of 30 percent adipose and 70
percent muscle tissue. The phantom
is sealed at the bottom by an acrylic
plate. Water or blood mimicking fluid
can be used to fill all the interstitial
voids.

Model 801-P

Validate IGRT Systems
The Virtual Human Male Pelvis
Phanton is the most realistic, tissue equivalent phantom available.
It contains anatomically precise
bone, cartilage, spinal cord, vertebral disks, muscle, intestines,
bladder, prostate, rectum and
interstitial fat. The phantom is
made from proprietary epoxy materials that mimic the density and
radiation attenuation properties of
human tissue within 1% from 50
keV to 25 MeV.

You will see
a difference

The Model 045 is designed for
transrectal ultrasound QA and calibration of brachytherapy systems.
It contains targets to assess volume
measurements, internal grid accuracy and probe retraction accuracy.
When scanning towards the bottom
of the phantom, a partial grid of
wires appears. These wires should
line up with the grid that appears
on your screen thus ensuring correct
vertical and horizontal distance
measurements.
Five cross wires are embedded
within the phantom to determine
if the probe is being retracted the
specified distance. Turn the probe
60° to the right or left to visualize
and measure the volume of three
different calibrated objects, one of
which is non-spherical.

Model 040GSE

Now with elasticity and gray scale targets
The CIRS Model 040GSE MultiPurpose Multi-Tissue Ultrasound
Phantom not only contains all
the features of the original CIRS
Model 040, but also includes gray
scale targets, anechoic stepped
cylinders and elasticity targets.
The phantom is designed to meet
the ultrasound QA challenges of
today and tomorrow.
The unique dual attenuation of the
background gel allows for evalua-

tion of transducers that range from
2 MHz - 15 MHz. A removable
water well and endocavity cover
extends the use of the phantom
by allowing evaluation of all
transducer configurations: linear,
curvilinear and intercavity.
CIRS ultrasound QA phantoms all
come standard with a robust housing, rugged carry case, 4-year warranty, user guide and data sheet.

CIRS phantoms
meet or exceed
AIUM standards
Phantoms are in impact
resistant ABS plastic and
a proprietary SaranTM film
based laminate is used
for the scanning surface.
Standard QA phantoms
come with two detachable scan wells to accommodate the largest sector
probe or the smallest
endocavity probe.
All Ultrasound QA phantoms come with a 4 year
warranty and a certificate
of conformance.

Anatomical dimensions of the
phantom are based on The Visible
Human Project () data sets that
serve as a reference for the study
of human anatomy.
(1)
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3D Sectional
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